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Ancient Sumer

2014

history detective investigates ancient sumer is a hands on investigative approach to history learn all about ancient sumer
its people and the story of ancient sumer that goes back thousands of years

The Anunnaki Connection

2020-03-01

this definitive guide connects a diverse range of new and existing theories about the anunnaki while exploring their
possible connection to humanity s past present and future over 6 000 years ago the world s first civilization the sumerians
were recording stories of strange celestial gods who they believed came from the heavens to create mankind these gods
known as the anunnaki are often neglected by mainstream historians the sumerians themselves are so puzzling scholars
have described their origin as the sumerian problem with so little taught about the ancient sumerians in our history books
alternative theories have emerged this has led many to wonder about the true story behind the sumerians and their
otherworldly gods the anunnaki lynn traces the evolution of these mesopotamian gods throughout the ancient near east
analyzing the religion myth art and symbolism of the sumerians investigating who are the anunnaki how accurate are
the current sumerian text translations and how do we know for sure who to believe is there a connection between the
anunnaki and other ancient gods where are the anunnaki now will their possible return spell the end of our world

Ancient China

2007

through archeology learn the secrets of the past in china by studying mummies ancient treasures artifacts terra cotta
figures and more

Daily Life in Ancient Sumer

2015-09-10

this book explores what life was really like for everyday people in ancient sumer using primary sources and information
from archeological discoveries it uncovers some fascinating insights and explodes some myths supported by timelines
maps and references to important events and people children will really feel they are on a time travelling journey when
reading this book

The Civilization of Ancient China

2012-12-15

china is a country full of culture life and history that spans centuries readers explore these elements of ancient china
through its art bright colorful photographs show artistic depictions of the life and culture of china and how it has changed
through the centuries



The Shang Dynasty

2015-06-11

discover the answers to fascinating questions in these new titles from the history detective investigates series follow
sherlock bones on the detective trail and find out more about the past and start a history project of your own

Ancient China

2017-07-13

dig deep to discover the incredible history of ancient china come face to face with the fearsome terracotta army be blown
away by ancient inventions from gunpowder to the umbrella get to grips with gods mysterious medicine and really
riotous rituals as you hunt down the secrets of the dead

Stone Age to Iron Age

2016-05-05

find out all about the first britons nomadic hunter gatherers who came from mainland europe to settle in england
bringing wooden spears flint handaxes and animals with them stone age to iron age tells the story of how these people
settled and began farming the land they built villages of timber and stone houses such as skara brae on orkney stonehenge
is perhaps the most famous monument of this period a technological marvel of the time built by raising over 80 blue
stones to create the henge the bronze age bought with it metalworking using copper tin and gold to make tools and
beautiful everyday objects the iron age was known for its hill forts farming and art and culture contains maps paintings
artefacts and photographs to show how early britons lived ideally suited for readers age 8 or teachers who are looking for
books to support the new curriculum for 2014

Report of the Joint Special Committee to Investigate Chinese Immigration

1877

the early mayans date back to 1800 bc however the golden age of mayan civilization was around ad 250 they were the
most dominant civilization of mesopotamia covering what is now guatemala belize and parts of mexico the maya excelled
at agriculture pottery hieroglyph writing calendar making and mathematics and left behind an astonishing amount of
impressive architecture and symbolic artwork the maya were most known for the cities they built amassing over 40
piazzas palaces temples and pyramids have been unearthed and courtyards for playing ball games farming communities
lived outside the cities deeply religious the mayans worshipped various gods and the kings were claimed to be related to
the gods mayan civilization had declined in ad 900 no one is quite sure why but theories involve extensive war fare
depleted resources and a natural disaster which may have buried the cities in the lowlands contains maps paintings
artefacts and photographs to show how the mayans lived ideally suited for readers age 8 or teachers who are looking for
books to support the new curriculum for 2014 if you enjoy reading about the mayan civilization then take a look at
ancient greece ancient sumer benin 900 1897 ce the shang dynasty of ancient china and early islamic civilizations



Mayan Civilization

2017-03-23

professor zhiping liang offers a new understanding of chinese legal tradition in this profoundly influential book unlike the
available literature using the usual method of legal history research this book attempts to illustrate ancient chinese legal
tradition through cultural interpretation the author holds that both the concept and practice of law are meaningful cultural
symbols the law reveals not only the life pattern in a specific time and space but also the world of the mind of a specific
group of people therefore just as cultures have different types laws embedded in different societies and cultures also have
different characters and spirits believing that human experience is often condensed into concepts categories and
classifications the author begins his discussion with the analysis of relevant terms and then seeks to understand history by
interpreting the interaction and interconnectedness of the words ideas and practices based on the same understanding the
author uses modern concepts reflectively and critically consciously exploiting the differences between ancient and
contemporary chinese and western concepts to achieve a more realistic understanding of history while avoiding the
ethnocentrism and modern centrism common in historical studies

A Study of Legal Tradition of China from a Culture Perspective

2023-03-10

this book is the longest standing and best selling ir theory text on the market popular for the authors clear and readable
explanations of the various ir world views newer editions identify separate interpretive understandings positivism
feminism and those influenced by phenomenology post modernism critical theory and constructivism

International Relations Theory

2019-08-27

this book previously published in 2015 as vol 20 no 4 and vol 21 no 1 of chinese sociology and anthropology seventh
section of chinese studies on china series

Anthropology in China

2019-07-26

this book aims to portray ancient civilizations and the development of early states in china and the rest of the world
during the liangzhu period from a global perspective it describes the ancient egyptian sumerian and harappan civilizations
as well as lesser known civilizations such as the cyclades and caral underscoring the similarities and differences between
their central settlements capitals and material cultural remains as for the national aspect the book mainly explores the
development process of east asian civilization as represented by chinese civilization and probes into the evolution of the
liangzhu dawenkou and qujialing civilizations four to five thousand years ago in a search for the origins of chinese
civilization



China and the World in the Liangzhu Era

2022-01-25

who were the ancient chinese and how did they live using your powers of analysis work out what primary sources tell
us about this ancient civilization

The Ancient Chinese

2021-04

now in its third edition history 5 11 aims to make teaching about the past exciting and stimulating for both teachers and
children focusing on the english national curriculum for history 2013 and with an emphasis on the importance of learning
about the past through the processes of historical enquiry history 5 11 contains case studies lesson planning guidance and
methods to develop pupils historical understanding it offers creative and innovative ways to teach the subject of history
refreshing teachers confidence in teaching the 2013 curriculum and is illustrated by new case studies and research this
fully updated third edition includes references to the 2013 national curriculum its aims and purposes and its content and
processes for key stages 1 2 guidance on making local national and global connections between societies over time
planning for assessment and progression new research and illustrative case studies new sections on local history and links
to oracy updates to all existing chapters reflection on practice and research undergraduate masters level and phd this
textbook is an invaluable resource to all trainee and practising primary teachers interested in teaching history in an
accessible dynamic and above all enjoyable way

History 5–11

2017-11-27

long known for its concise presentation of the various images and interpretive understandings of how to approach the
complexity of international politics this edition presents a thoroughly reorganized section on the intellectual precursors
who have informed current perspectives on international relations

International Relations Theory

2023

within this text the contributors provide a historical perspective on the development of anthropology and sociology since
their introduction to chinese thought and education in the early twentieth century with an emphasis on the 1930s and
1980s the authors offer different windows on theoretical and research agendas of anthropologists and sociologists of the prc
and taiwan shaped as much by their political context as by disciplinary training in examining the careers of several
individual scholars they also make note not only of their creative contributions but also of the resonance of their
intellectual concerns with contemporary issues in sociology and anthropology culturalism frontiers women finally the
volume is organized loosely around the problem of how to translate these disciplines into a chinese context s the issues of
indigenization bentuhua or making chinese zhongguohua which have haunted the two disciplines since their
establishment in the 1930s because of the contradictory expectations that they generate this is where the case of china
resonates with similar concerns in other societies where the disciplines were imported from abroad as products of a euro
american capitalist modernity conflicting with aspirations to create their own localized alternative modernities



Sociology and Anthropology in Twentieth Century China

2012-02-03

although they existed more than a millennium apart the great civilizations of new kingdom egypt ca 1548 1086 bce and
han dynasty china 206 bce 220 ce shared intriguing similarities both were centered around major flood prone rivers the
nile and the yellow river and established complex hydraulic systems to manage their power both spread their territories
across vast empires that were controlled through warfare and diplomacy and underwent periods of radical reform led by
charismatic rulers the heretic king akhenaten and the vilified reformer wang mang universal justice was dispensed
through courts and each empire was administered by bureaucracies staffed by highly trained scribes who held special
status egypt and china each developed elaborate conceptions of an afterlife world and created games of fate that facilitated
access to these realms this groundbreaking volume offers an innovative comparison of these two civilizations through a
combination of textual art historical and archaeological analyses ancient egypt and early china reveals shared structural
traits of each civilization as well as distinctive features

Ancient Egypt and Early China

2021-07-17

this book explores how the experience of modernization is revealed in china s newly constructed tourist landscapes it
argues that in china s burgeoning ethnic tourist villages and theme parks can be seen all the contradictions debasement
and liberating potentials of chinese modernity tim oakes uses the province of guizhou to examine the chinese tourist
industry as an example of the state s modernization policies and how local people have engaged with these changes

Tourism and Modernity in China

2005-06-22

selected essays on china s education research and review 4 volumes consists of 22 most influential theses on the history
and tradition of chinese education these essays explore important educational and cultural issues in china with a
transcultural perspective

Selected Essays on China’s Education: Research and Review, Volume 2

2019-09-16

relations between inner asian nomads and chinese are a continuous theme throughout chinese history by investigating the
formation of nomadic cultures by analyzing the evolution of patterns of interaction along china s frontiers and by
exploring how this interaction was recorded in historiography this looks at the origins of the cultural and political tensions
between these two civilizations through the first millennium bc the main purpose of the book is to analyze ethnic cultural
and political frontiers between nomads and chinese in the historical contexts that led to their formation and to look at
cultural perceptions of others as a function of the same historical process based on both archaeological and textual sources
this 2002 book also introduces a new methodological approach to chinese frontier history which combines extensive factual
data with a careful scrutiny of the motives methods and general conception of history that informed the chinese historian
ssu ma ch ien



Ancient China and its Enemies

2002-02-25

this edited volume offers arguably the first systemic and critical assessment of the debates about and contestations to the
construction of a putative chinese school of ir as sociological realities in the context of china s rapid rise to a global power
status contributors to this volume scrutinize a particular approach to worlding beyond the west as a conscious effort to
produce alternative knowledge in an increasingly globalized discipline of ir collectively they grapple with the pitfalls and
implications of such intellectual creativity drawing upon local traditions and concerns knowledge claims and indigenous
sources for the global production of knowledge of ir they also consider critically how such assertions of chinese voices and
articulation of their ambition for theoretical innovation from the disciplinary margins contribute to the emergence of a
global ir as a truly inclusive discipline that recognizes its multiple and diverse foundations reflecting the varied
perspectives of both the active participants in the chinese school of ir debates within china and the observers and critics
outside china this work will be of great interest to students and scholars of ir theory non western ir and chinese studies

Constructing a Chinese School of International Relations

2016-06-10

zheng he s maritime voyages 1405 1433 and china s relations with the indian ocean lists selected sources in thirteen
languages and reflects global scholarship of zheng he s seven maritime expeditions and the early modern communication
network linking china and the indian ocean world

Zheng He’s Maritime Voyages (1405-1433) and China’s Relations with the Indian
Ocean World

2014-08-07

this book explores what life was really like for everyday people in shang dynasty china using primary sources and
information from archeological discoveries it uncovers some fascinating insights and explodes some myths supported by
timelines maps and references to important events and people children will really feel they are on a time travelling
journey when reading this book

Daily Life in Shang Dynasty China

2015-09-10

this is the world s earliest extant work dealing with the salt industry providing information on the technical fiscal
administrative social and economic background and its editorial history it includes a complete annotated translation and
reproductions of the illustrations

Salt Production Techniques in Ancient China

1993



the aobo tu the illustrated boiling of sea water was completed and published by chen chun in 1334 it is the world s earliest
extant work exclusively dealing with salt production and salt production techniques the first part of this book focuses on
the technical fiscal administrative social and economic background of the aobo tu it also provides the reader with
information on the various editions and related material this is followed by a complete annotated translation and the
reproduction of two different sets of illustrations by combining research on various aspects of the salt industry during the
song 960 1279 and yuan 1271 1368 periods a better understanding of the fiscal and economic importance of this crucial
sector can be gained

Salt Production Techniques in Ancient China

2021-09-13

this book is a comprehensive and in depth study of a mysterious state of china s warring states period 476 221 bce the
zhongshan

Material Culture, Power, and Identity in Ancient China

2017-02-09

describes the life and times of the era known as ancient china the readers choices reveal the historical details of life during
the qin dynasty life under empress wu zetian and life as a trader on the silk road provided by publisher

Ancient China

2013

it s the tantalizing smell of chinese food that s enticed the binkerton children back into the creepy good times travel
agency sure the fried noodles are delicious but then the shop owner pulls another one of his mysterious guidebooks off his
shelf and before they can stop him he s sent the children hurtling back in time once again this time they land in first
century china where little libby quickly manages to slip away from josh and emma in an official carriage headed to the
capital city but while she s living the ancient china high life with nobility the twins get mistaken for barbarian spies and
soon they re being chased by imperial guards will the twins manage to find libby and their way back home before the
guards catch up to them this graphic novel from the critically acclaimed time travel series by award winning duo linda
bailey and bill slavin offers a fun read with a terrific historical overview of ancient china bailey s fast paced narrative is
quirky and funny the fun device of featuring excerpts from an engagingly written guidebook on every page keeps the
key historical facts and figures easy to digest slavin s detailed and humorous illustrations are pitch perfect for the story
thoroughly researched this book would be an excellent companion to social studies and history lessons encompassing
politics and government philosophy science and technology travel and trade civic rights and responsibilities community
and traditions the back matter includes an index further resources and six pages of additional information about ancient
china

On the Run in Ancient China

2022-05-17

presents twenty two standards based social studies lessons with graphic organizers with activities exercises maps topic



summaries and other tools including a cd rom with additional resources

Social Studies Lessons Using Graphic Organizers

2008-09

this translation of the introduction to wang hui s rise of modern chinese thought 2004 makes part of his four volume
masterwork available to english readers for the first time a leading public intellectual in china wang charts the historical
currents that have shaped chinese modernity from the song dynasty to the present day

China from Empire to Nation-State

2014-10-14

in its 11th edition the international conference on sustainable development and planning continues to attract academics
policy makers practitioners and other stakeholders from across the globe who discuss the latest advances in the field this
volume presents selected papers that contribute to further advances in the field energy saving and eco friendly building
approaches have become an important part of modern development which places special emphasis on resource
optimisation planning has a key role to play in ensuring that these solutions as well as new materials and processes are
incorporated in the most efficient manner problems related to development and planning which affect rural and urban
areas are present in all regions of the world accelerated urbanisation has resulted in deterioration of the environment and
loss of quality of life urban development can also aggravate problems faced by rural areas such as forests mountain regions
and coastal areas amongst many others taking into consideration the interaction between different regions and developing
new methodologies for monitoring planning and implementation of novel strategies can offer solutions for mitigating
environmental pollution and non sustainable use of available resources

Sustainable Development and Planning XI

2020-11-25

kids learn about ancient civilizations with these enriching hands on projects and writing activities page 4 of cover

Ancient China

2006

this book is an interdisciplinary guide to connect art lessons with core curriculum social studies language arts math and or
science are supported in every unit it is an ideal source for elementary and middle school teachers to enrich their
curriculum it is an invaluable tool for art teachers

Creating Art for All Ages

2019-03-06

taiping guangji ���� is the first collection of ancient classical chinese documentary novels the book has 500 volumes
with 10 catalogues it is a kind of book based on the documentary stories of the han dynasty and the song dynasty 14



people including li fang hu mongolian li mu xu xuan wangke zhen song white lv wenzhong worked under song taizong
emperor s command for the compilation it began in the second year of taiping xingguo 977 a d and was completed in the
following year 978 ad this book is basically a collection of ancient stories compiled by category the book is divided into 92
categories according to the theme and is divided into more than 150 details the story of the gods and spirits in the book
accounts for the largest proportion such as the fifty five volumes of the gods the fifteen volumes of the female fairy the
twenty five volumes of the gods the forty volumes of the ghosts plus the taoism the alchemist the aliens the dissidents the
interpretation and spirit vegetation of birds and so on basically belong to the weird story of nature represents the
mainstream of chinese classical story the book includes the volume of personalities vol 164 196 from tai ping guang ji

Taiping Guangji; A Collection of Ancient Novels in China; The Volume of
Personalities (Vol. 165 – 196)

1993

a study of the production and use of iron and steel in early china and simultaneously a methodological study of the
reconciliation of archaeological and written sources in chinese cultural history includes chapters on the technology of iron
production based on studies of artifact microstructures

Iron and Steel in Ancient China

2018-08-07

how was the vast ancient chinese empire brought together and effectively ruled what are the historical origins of the
resilience of contemporary china s political system in the constitution of ancient china su li china s most influential legal
theorist examines the ways in which a series of fundamental institutions rather than a supreme legal code upholding the
laws of the land evolved and coalesced into an effective constitution arguing that a constitution is an institutional response
to a set of issues particular to a specific society su li demonstrates how china unified a vast territory diverse cultures and
elites from different backgrounds into a whole he delves into such areas as uniform weights and measurements the
standardization of chinese characters and the building of the great wall the book includes commentaries by four leading
chinese scholars in law philosophy and intellectual history wang hui liu han wu fei and zhao xiaoli who share su li s
ambition to explain the resilience of ancient china s political system but who contend that he overstates functionalist
dimensions while downplaying the symbolic exploring why china has endured as one political entity for over two
thousand years the constitution of ancient china will be essential reading for anyone interested in understanding the
institutional legacy of the chinese empire

The Constitution of Ancient China

2018-01-11

a pioneering methodologically sophisticated set of studies describing and analysing key features of ancient greek and
chinese civilisations including issues in philosophy and religion in art and literature in mathematics and the life sciences
in agriculture city planning and institutions provides a model for collaborative comparative work on ancient civilisations



Ancient Greece and China Compared

2014-09-10

this book investigates chinese comprehension and treatment of the relationship between language and reality the work
examines ancient chinese philosophy through the pair of concepts known as ming shi by analyzing the pre qin thinkers
discourse on ming and shi the work explores how chinese philosophers dealt with issues not only in language but also in
ontology epistemology ethics axiology and logic through this discourse analysis readers are invited to rethink the
relationship of language to thought and behavior the author criticizes and corrects vital misunderstandings of chinese
culture and highlights the anti dualism and pragmatic character of chinese thoughts the rich meaning of the ming shi pair
is displayed by revealing its connection to other philosophical issues the chapters show how discourse on language and
reality shapes a central characteristic of chinese culture the practical zhi they illuminate the interplay of chinese theories
of language and dao as chinese wisdom and worldview readers who are familiar with pragmatics and postmodernism will
recognize the common points in ancient chinese philosophy and contemporary western philosophy as they emerge
through these chapters the work will particularly appeal to scholars of philosophy philosophy of language communication
studies and linguistics

Language, Discourse, and Praxis in Ancient China
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